The Safest Connector — The Ideal Motor Disconnect

Incorporating many options and components into a smooth, contoured design, the Woodhead ArcArrest Switch-Rated Connector System delivers the simplest and fastest way to visually de-energize industrial machines and equipment and perform Lockout/Tagout operations.

Woodhead ArcArrest plugs and receptacles deliver the performance of a UL listed motor and branch circuit disconnect switch in a compact form, ideal for any motor application.

ArcArrest Mounting Options:

- **Wall Mounted Connection**: A wall mounted receptacle on an FS/FD box is the most typical configuration. A male plug on a short cord from the motor plugs into the receptacle located nearby on a column, wall, or other permanent structure.

- **Overhead Connection**: Overhead or inline mounts are prevalent in food and pharmaceutical processing due to frequent machine movement. In a heavier industry, this approach could be used to drop down from busway.

- **Direct Mounted Inlet**: Direct mount is the most compact mounting method. This method requires modifying the conduit box cover to accept an ArcArrest inlet. This option is not practical on smaller motors.
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